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This paper is a numerical study that investigates the effects that happen after a source of acoustic-gravity waves (AGWs) is deactivated. One of the main findings is that after source deactivation there is a significant amount of "wave noise" that slowly decays quasi-exponentially. The wave noise is attributed to quasi-standing and secondary AGW spectral components. This effect should contribute to the background level of AGW activity in the real atmosphere and is so far neglected in parameterizations of AGWs.

The paper provides several interesting results and is of relevance for the readership of ACP. The paper is well written and recommended for publication in ACP after minor revisions.

Minor comments:

(1) l.23: The paper by Fritts and Alexander (2003) starts with a general dispersion relation, but does not explicitly treat acoustic GWs (AGWs). Therefore it should not be used as an evidence for the statement that AGWs "exist almost permanently in the atmosphere". I would suggest to replace this reference with other examples of observations and modeling. Some suggestions:

Lay, E. H. (2018). Ionospheric irregularities and acoustic/gravity wave activity above low-


(2) In Fig.2 it is noteworthy that there seems to be a cascade of amplitude decay before the exponential decrease sets in. Particularly at 10km and 30km, there is a fast decrease after wave source deactivation to an intermediate level (between 125 h and 175 h), followed by another fast decrease to a level from where the quasi-exponential decay starts. Do you have any idea what causes this cascade?

(3) About wave launch amplitudes and phase speed: are the values assumed for your simulations realistic for known source processes?

(4) I.254: about "generation of wave-induced jet streams..." Do you think that this can be an important effect in the real atmosphere? Do you think that launch amplitudes are realistic, or could they be too strong and cause this effect?

(5) Could there be reflections at the tropopause level in the model and in the real
atmosphere? Is the sharp feature of the real-atmosphere tropopause captured in the assumed background atmosphere? Could you show the temperature profile that you use? What would happen if the background wind changes rapidly with height?

Technical comments:

l.26: AGWs are permanently existed -> AGWs permanently exist

l.26/27 reference Yigit et al. (2012) is missing in the references


l.29: Gossard and Hook -> Gossard and Hooke

l.36: 1916 -> 2016

l.40: there analysis. -> their analysis ??

l.43: (RAMS ) -> (RAMS)

l.48: propagations -> propagation
of numerical model, of the numerical model,

accompanied AGW propagation. that accompany AGW propagation.

deviations (2) deviations as defined in Eq. (2)

(Picone et al., 2001). (Picone et al., 2002).

maxima about maxima of about

minimum up minimum of up

conditions at the upper boundary (4)
conditions at the upper boundary as defined in Eq. (4)

conditions (4) conditions (Eq. (4))

have sense of the amplitude and frequency,
are the amplitude and frequency of wave excitation,

in (5) in Eq. (5)

the wave excitation (5) the wave excitation in Eq. (5)

of wave source (5), of the wave source in Eq. (5),
the wave source in Eq. (5)

activating of the surface wave

in Eq. (5)

general comment: please check how equations should be referenced in the text according to ACP style!

2001 -> 2002

and assume the horizontal

conditions according to Eq. (6).

This corresponds to the horizontal wavelength

This corresponds to the horizontal wavelength of

periods of

of the smoothing factor

Hook -> Hooke
made applying (7) -> performed by applying Eq. (7)

making vertically quasi-standing AGW modes
->
resulting in vertically quasi-standing AGW modes

of wave source spectrum -> of the wave source spectrum

wave noise at the sharp wave source triggering
->
wave noise for the case of sharp wave source triggering

Hook -> Hooke

Please clarify! Do you mean an XZ cross section at y=0?

produces -> produced

Hook -> Hooke

paper number or page range missing in the reference Dalin et al. (2016)

paper number or page range missing in the reference De Angelis et al.

reference Djuth et al. (2004): journal should be GRL, not JGR.

reference Godin: Earth Planets Space, 67, 47, ...??
Yigit,


last excess -> last access

volume number and pages are missing in the reference Yigit and Medvedev

reference Yigit and Medvedev is from 2015, not from 2014